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The inner silence strengthens the outer silence, and this heals the spirit, restores the consciousness,
and vivifies the soul that lives in that silence.

In the silence, God is found, as well as His most intimate desires that His children live in the Divine
Will.

This inner silence can permeate the whole planet, and mainly, help it to elevate more and more
toward the Consciousness of the Father.

Silence leads us to a deep reflection about all the events that occurred throughout the day, and it
makes us find clear keys to transcend our own obstacles.

It is this silence that strengthens the inner relationships of fraternity between beings, thus removing
them from the common familiarity.

In the sacred silence, knowledge is poured out for the awakening of souls, and the silence itself
holds the keys to produce an alignment in the consciousnesses that perhaps would have taken years
to build; moreover, it allows the inner being to draw closer to the spiritual currents of healing,
something that every soul needs in order to take its steps toward redemption.

In silence, many inner situations are resolved, because whoever enters the Law of Silence
recognizes their mistakes and, at the same time, restores them in order to attract forgiveness as
essence, and reconciliation as a path of ascension.

Silence does not allow superfluous words or distractions to be nourished; this makes the silence
itself keep the consciousness focused on the Divine, and so that in a spontaneous way, it is elevated
toward that higher reality. 

Silence has the power to welcome any suffering and to transmute it through the essence of love
and pity because silence leads the soul to meet elevated principles of Creation. 

A good recollection of silence to all.

I thank you for responding to My call. 

Who elevates you through Divine Silence, 

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


